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Introduction:
In what ways do megacities have an impact on their ecosystems?With the 
example of London.

Plan:

I/Ecosystems

II/ Positive impacts of megacities on their ecosystems

III/Negative impacts of megacities on their ecosystems









I/Ecosystems

- A biological community of 
interacting organisms and 
their physical environment

- Interactions between 5 
different elements: Earth, 
Atmosphere, Humans, 
Wildlife and Flora.

Hyde Park



Interactions with humans

Humans became an excellent source of food.



Protection and recovery of these ecosystem

A cleaning project in Hyde park

A cleaning project in Hyde park The mayor planting a tree after his announcement 
to increase the tree cover from 10 to 23% 



II/Positive impacts of megacities on their ecosystems

     On three levels:

-Protection

-Evolution

-General advantages                                                                  

                                                                                
Protection:

                                                                                 



Protection:
*Small animals shelter

-endangered species

-defenseless creatures

*Evolving society, human protection

*Human built parks creates habitats





Evolution :
*Species characteristics evolve:

- Lizards
- Fish 
- Seeds

*Safer reproduction env:

-survival rate grows

-studies on living creatures are easier



Positive collateral effects:
*Human edible waste:

-diet adaptation 

-”ecofriendly” recycling method

***However, human waste does not only 
have positive effects on ecosystems, such 
as plastic containers or other non 
bio-degradable waste the following slides 
will illustrate the worst part of human 
left-overs.***



III/Negative impacts of megacities on their ecosystems

On three levels:

-Protection

-Evolution

-Pollution



What are Rights of Nature ?

Rights of Nature is the recognition and honoring that Nature has rights.  It is the 
recognition that our ecosystems – including trees, oceans, animals, mountains – 
have rights just as human beings have rights. Rights of Nature is about balancing 
what is good for human beings against what is good for other species, what is 
good for the planet as a world.  It is the holistic recognition that all life, all 
ecosystems on our planet are deeply intertwined.



Protection:
*Dangerous human acivities:

-Transport(cars,bus,tramway)

* Less fear and loss of natural instincts

-Barry Lyga” Fear can keep you alive”





Evolution:
*Loss of hunting instincts

-humans feeding them(no need to hunt)

*Disturbance:

-Food chain

-Natural selection(Darwin)



Conclusion:
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